## Recommended Webcams/Microphone

Below are three recommended webcam models that will provide excellent audio/video recordings with Panopto on your office computer. If you only want to record voice, there is a recommended microphone in the list as well, however if you go with a webcam they all have a built-in microphone.

Please be aware that if you have a newer HP All-in-One (AiO) computer, they all come with built-in webcams.

| Low cost webcam; about $50 | HD Webcam C310  
| HD 720p  
| 5MP photos  
| RightLight™2 |

| Mid cost webcam; about $70 | HD Webcam C615  
| HD 1080p  
| HD Video Calling (up to 1280 x 720 pixels)  
| Fold-and-go design |

| High cost webcam; about $100 | HD Pro Webcam C920  
| HD 1080p  
| Carl Zeiss Optics  
| H.264 hardware compression technology |

| Microphone; about $40 | Samson GoMic  
| Portable USB condenser microphone  
| Mac and PC compatible, no drivers required  
| Clips to a laptop, monitor, or sits on a desk  
| Ideal for recording music, podcasting, field recording, voice recognition software, iChat, VoIP and web casting |